
Parma: “The ‘Parmigiani’ are justly proud
of their opera tradition in their city’s Teatro
Regio and have long held the reputation of
being among the world’s most discrim inating
audiences when it comes to the lyric theater.”

Opera in Italy Today, Nick Rossi

“Each autumn, when Verdi’s two home towns of
Parma and Busseto vibrate with unique colours and fragrances that
speak to our collective imagination, Festival Verdi comes to life.” 

Festival Verdi
“The certainty that one will always eat well is one of the great
comforts of Parma, which can plausibly claim to be the gastro -
nomic capital of Italy.” NY Times

Venice: “Like the Phoenix for which it is named, Teatro La
Fenice finally rose from the ashes in 2004. Following a devas -
tating fire, massive reconstruction took place to restore the
Venetian theatre to its original splendor.” SelectItaly.com

F or the twelfth consecutive year, our fall Northern Italy Tour
will focus on the thrilling Parma Verdi Festival, which is
committed to a complete survey of the Verdi canon. This
year’s return to Parma will be highlighted by FOUR
VERDI PERFORMANCES – an welcome Verdian

plethora compared to the recent experience of only two or three
operas each year. In terms of chronology, we will begin with the
rarely staged early comedy Un Giorno di Regno (1840),
which will take us to the intimate Teatro Giuseppe Verdi in the
composer’s hometown of Busseto. Second will be the lyric drama
Attila (1846), which will be staged in Parma’s Teatro Regio;
followed by Macbeth (1847, revised in 1865), also in the
Teatro Regio. The four th production will be Le Trouvère
(1857), the  French version of ‘Il Trovatore’ adapted for the
Paris Opera, which will take us into Parma’s unique Teatro

Farnese upstairs in the Palazzo della Pilotta.
All four will be presented in refreshing new
productions, and the predominantly Italian
casts feature some of today’s finest Verdi
singers – Anna Pirozzi, Luca Salsi,
Maria José Siri, Stefano Secco, Franco
Vassallo, Michele Pertussi, Vladimir
Stoyanov, Franceco Demuro, Roberta

Mantegna, Riccardo Zanellato. 

Parma’s friendly cafés and restaurants all serve the world-famous
‘prosciutto di Parma’ and ‘Parmigiano Reggiano cheese’. In
honor of Italy’s undisputed operatic giant, a visit is planned to
Verdi’s gracious home of Villa Sant’Agata in his hometown of
Busseto. We are fortunate to have confirmed reservations for
five nights at everyone’s first choice in Parma, the Stendhal
Hotel. 

Immediately after Parma, we will continue to the Adriatic capital
of Venice for three nights to relax in Italy’s most dazzling
architectural city. Our Verdi immersion will culminate with a fifth
performance – his ‘middle period’ masterwork La Traviata, a
highlight of the new season in the exquisite Teatro La Fenice.
For a change of pace, we will enjoy Rossini’s popular ‘bel canto’
comedy Il Barbiere di Siviglia in the intimate setting of the
Palazzo Barbarigo-Minotto overlooking the Grand Canal. Our
accommodations in Venice will be at the Bonvecchiati a short
walk from San Marco. 

The weather in October should be ideal for leisurely walks in
each city center. Our itinerary of eight nights will leave ample
time for you to enjoy the ubiquitous art and irresistible food of
Parma and Venice.

Monday, October 1st, departure from New York’s Kennedy
Airport at 5:45 on Delta Airlines flight #418, arriving at Milan’s
Malpensa Airport (NOT Linate) at 7:45 am on the morning of
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the 2nd. Our bus will meet this flight for the transfer to Parma, a
little less than two hours. Or independent travel to Parma.    

PARMA, OCTOBER 2ND – 6TH

A ccommodations for five nights with buf fet breakfast
included at Parma’s four-star Sten  pdhal Hotel, named for
the city’s illustrious classical author. Because of its location

within easy walking distance of the Teatro Regio, the Teatro
Farnese, the Piazza Duomo and the Palazzo della Pilotta (now
home to several museums), the relatively small Stendhal is
always our first choice when we visit Parma. The 62 rooms are
classically furnished, and the restaurant La Pilotta offers an
excellent breakfast. The historic center of Parma offers many
small shops and attractive trattorias for relaxed browsing and
dining. We are fortunate to have secured our reservations during
the sought-after Festival period, as there are only a few hotels near
the historic center. IMPORTANT: The Verdi Festival is notoriously
sold out to subscribers and Parma’s local aficionados. While we are
very fortunate to obtain tickets in the Festival’s venues, some of our
tickets may be in side boxes and/or upper tiers.

On our first evening, Tuesday the 2nd, dinner will be arranged
at Al Corsaro, a favorite neighborhood restaurant on Parma’s
central Strada Cavour. As with many of the city’s institutions, the
name derives form one of Verdi’s operas. This will be an
opportunity to meet other members of the Tour. 

Midday on Wednesday, October 3rd, an hour’s drive will take us
to the Villa Sant’Agata outside the town of Busseto. Verdi built
this grand country home for himself in 1849, and it has been
preserved as a memorial to the region’s most famous native son.
Many of his greatest works were composed in this gracious so-
called ‘Villa Verdi’. Today the house abounds in operatic
memorabilia, and the small surrounding park of fers the
opportunity of a peaceful stroll. After our visit of Villa Sant’Agata,
there will be free time to stroll through the tranquil streets of
Busseto. A pre-theatre dinner of Italian pasta will then be served
at the town’s Osteria Busseto.

At 8:00 pm on Wednesday evening, we will be among the
fortunate ticket-holders for Verdi’s early comedy, Un Giorno di
Regno (‘King for a Day’), in Busseto’s intimate Teatro Verdi.
This was Verdi’s second opera, premiered at La Scala in 1840,
with a libretto based on A. V. Pineu-Duval’s play  Le faux
Stanislas. The protagonist Belfiore is a military officer who poses
as King Stanislaus of Poland and who uses his disguise to effect
the union of a pair of young lovers, Edoardo and Giulietta. In the
ensemble finale, Belfiore reveals his true identity to claim the
affections of his own lover, the Marchesa del Poggio. Verdi’s
early style is influenced by both Rossini and Donizetti, while
“there are glimpses of the vital individuality that was to emerge
in his next opera, ‘Nabucco’ ” (New Grove Dictionary of Opera).
Tonight’s cast will be drawn from the young winners of Busseto’s
International ‘Voce Verdi’ Competition. Francesco Pasqualetti
is the conductor, and the production is by Massimo
Gasparon/Pier Luigi Pizzi. Sung in Italian with English titles. 

Thursday morning, October 4th, a two-hour walking tour will
be an orientation to the center of Parma. The Piazza del
Duomo and its buildings (Cathedral, Baptistry and Chiesa di
San Giovanni) comprise “one of the most harmonious, tranquil
city centers in Italy. The magnificent 12th century Duomo has
two vigilant stone lions standing guard beside the main door”
(Fodor) and an exuberant fresco by Antonio Correggio in the
dome (‘Assumption of the Virgin’). Literary enthusiasts will
recollect many of today’s locales as the setting for Stendhal’s
classic French novel, ‘The Charterhouse of Parma’. The principal
art museum is the Galleria Nazionale, housed in the vast
Palazzo della Pilotta built in 1600. The Galleria contains

Renaissance and
Man  nerist paintings
by Parma’s own Cor -
reggio and Parmi gia -
nino as well as price -
less works by Leo -
nardo, El Greco and
Bronzino. “Today
Cor reggio is acclaimed
as one of the leading
masters of Mannerist
paint ing; his many works on view in
Parma are some of the city’s greatest
draws.” (Fodor). The Madonna della
Steccata, a 16th century church in the
Classical style, contains a series of fine
frescoes by Parmigianino. 

Thursday evening, our opera at 8:30 pm
will be Parma’s new production of Le
Trouvère (‘Il Trovatore’) which Verdi
revised as a ‘grand opera’ for the Paris
Opera. The familiar arias and choruses remain intact, but the
French version contains the requisite Ballet – in this case an
additional twenty-five minutes of instrumental melodies. Of
particular note, tonight’s venue will be Parma’s spectacular
Teatro Farnese, a wooden auditorium modeled on Palladio’s
theatre in Vicenza which was re-opened after several centuries
for an unforgettable ‘Falstaff’ in 2011. Any performance in the
Farnese is a Festival highlight. Heading the cast are Roberta
Mantegna as Léonore, Nino Surguladze as Azucena, Stefano
Secco as Manrique, and Franco Vasallo as Le Comte de Luna.
The conductor is Roberto Abbado, and Robert Wilson is the
director and set designer. Sung in French with English titles. 

After our busy first days, Friday the 5th and Saturday the 6th are
mostly left free during the day for independent activities and
dining in Parma’s tempting restaurants. 

At 8:00 pm on Friday evening, we will walk a few blocks to
Parma’s principal Teatro Regio opera house for a performance
of Verdi’s Macbeth. Now recognized as a major achievement in
the Verdi canon, by virtue of his mature revision completed in
1865, ‘Macbeth’ unfolds in a series of dramatic arias, duets and
ensembles which capture the demonic action precipitated
Shakespeare’s ambitious Macbeths. The vocal highlights include
Lady Macbeth’s foreboding ‘La luce langue’ and dramatic
‘Sleepwalking Scene’; Banquo’s romanza leading to his
assassination; Macduff’s mournful aria bewailing the death of his
family; and Macbeth’s final ‘Pietà, rispetto, amore’. The
Macbeths will be por trayed by the experienced Verdi
interpreters Anna Pirozzi and Luca Salsi, with tenor Vincenzo
Costanzo as Macduff and bass Michele Pertusi as Banquo.
Philippe Auguin will conduct, and the new production is
directed by Daniele Abbado with scenic designs by Graziano
Gregori. Sung in Italian with English titles. 
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On Saturday, October 6th, a gourmet lunch of Parmesan cuisine
will be served at La Greppia, a small, unpretentious ristorante
reputed to be “the most elegant, talked-about restaurant in the
city” (Fodor). La Greppia is on the corner from our hotel.

At 5:00 pm (early curtain) on Saturday evening, October 6th, we
will return to the Teatro Regio for a performance of Verdi’s
Attila . Premiered in Venice in 1846, ‘Attila’ is from the
composer’s early period and tells the story of Attila the Hun’s
initial victory over the Romans and his ultimate downfall at the
hands of the vindictive female warrior Odabella. The energetic
score is highlighted by demanding arias for the bass Attila, the
dramatic soprano Odabella (a fiendishly challenging role), and
the baritone Roman general Ezio. In the famous baritone/bass
duet of the Prologue, Ezio offers to relinquish the entire Roman
Empire to the Hun invader if Italy is left unmolested. Bass

Riccardo Zanellato will por tray the
colorful title role, with soprano Maria José

Siri as Odabella, baritone Vladimir
Stoyanov as Ezio, and tenor Francesco
Demuro as Foresto. Gianluigi Gelmetti
will be the conductor, and the new

production is by the team of director Andrea de Rosa and set
designer Aurelio Colombo. Sung in Italian with English titles. 

Sunday morning, October 7th, a several-hour bus ride will take
us through the hills of Northern Italy to Venice. 

VENICE, OCTOBER 7TH – 9TH

A ccommodations for three nights with buf fet breakfast
included at the four-star Bonvecchiati Hotel. This four-star
property is centrally located in the Calle Goldoni, a few

minutes walk from the Piazza San Marco and the Rialto Bridge,
and within comfortable walking distance of La Fenice opera
house. The traditional Venetian rooms are in a historic palazzo
which is well-known for its Terrace Restaurant ser ving
excellent Italian menus with a wide variety of local wines. Our
rooms are confirmed in the hotel’s upgraded deluxe category.
Our former travelers have been impressed by the friendly
personal service of the front desk. 

At 8:30 pm on Sunday, October 7th, a change of pace will take us
to the Palazzo Barbarigo-Minotto, a fine example of Venetian-
Gothic style on the Grand Canal, for a performance of Rossini’s
buf fo comedy, Il Barbiere di Siviglia . The reduced
presentation by the highly respected Musica a Palazzo takes
the small audience from one room to another as we follow the
plot of Rossini’s spirited comedy. The Daily Telegraph has
praised this company for “The quality of the music, the splendor
of the setting, the power of the singing!”

On Monday the 8th and Tuesday the 9th, our daytimes in Venice
are left free for you to explore the wealth of the Venetian arts.
Our hotel’s central location is a per-fect starting point and easily

accessible when -
ever you want to
return between
walks. Venice is
best appreciated
on foot through
the maze of nar  -
row streets and
canal bridges. Of
partic-ular interest
are the Byzantine
Basi   l ica of St.
Mark; the Doges’
Palace, redolent
of violent political
turmoil; the Galleria dell’Accademia with its priceless canvases
by Giovanni Bellini, Giorgione, Titian and Veronese; the Scuola
de San Rocco containing fifty-six paintings by Tintoretto
depicting the life of Christ; and the Peggy Guggenheim
Collection of contemporary American and European art housed
in an 18th century mansion on the Grand Canal.  The city is filled
with small boutiques, designer shops, art galleries, and Renais -
sance and Baroque churches containing art treasures.

Monday the 8th, no performance is included. The hotel’s front
desk will be happy to assist you with dinner plans. 

Early Tuesday evening, October 9th, a pre-opera dinner will be
arranged in our hotel’s Terrace Restaurant or at one of the
trattorias near La Fenice before our evening performance. 

At 7:00 pm on Tuesday evening, our final performance will be
Verdi’s La Traviata in the Teatro La Fenice, among a handful
of Europe’s most beautiful theatres. The role of Violetta requires
a brilliant singing actress capable of high-flying coloratura in the
first act (‘Sempre libera’), sustained legato lyricism in the
extended second-act duet with Germont, and dramatic spinto
temperament in the closing scene. Opera lovers have always
been drawn to this tragic heroine who is finely etched from
Alexandre Dumas’ original play, ‘La Dame aux Camélias’.
Heading the cast are Russian soprano Irina Dubrovskaya as
Violetta, Roma nian tenor Stefan Pop as Alfredo, and Italian bari -
tone Armadno Gabba as Ger mont. The cond uctor is Giacomo
Sagripanti, and La Fenice’s tradi tional production is directed by
Robert Carsen with sets designed by Patrick Kin month. Sung
in Italian with English titles. 

On Wednesday morning, October 10th, transfer by boat to
Venice Marco Polo Airport in time for Delta Airlines flight #475,
departing at 1:20 pm and arriving at New York’s Kennedy Airport
at 4:50 pm. Or independent departure. 

Italy: Fall Verdi Tour

Price per person, based on double occupancy                  $ 6,370
Single room supplement                                                       $    870*
*All single travelers will be accommodated in com -
fortable ‘classic double rooms for single occupancy’.
NOT included in the price are tourist taxes in both
cities: Parma (2 euros pp/per night) and Venice (???
Euros pp/per night). You will need to pay these small
taxes when departing each hotel.

Airfare NOT included.

Air fare: Prices are subject to change depending on time of
booking. Please contact our agent Linda Botros for  (back-page
cover) for lowest current fares. 
IMPORTANT: You should expect to walk 10–15 minutes
to participate in this Tour, as it is impossible for a bus
to reach some of our Italian destinations any closer. 
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